This book should be of interest, as the author states, to "those who are chiefly concerned with healing and the relief of suffering."

The state of medicine is unsatisfying and due for an overhaul---a difficult premise to reject. *Remodelling Medicine* proposes guiding principles for the process. This is "integrative care," with an emphasis on *care*. Dr Swayne does not write a prescription for remodeling medicine; instead, he offers "arguments that cannot be ignored and that will provoke lively debate."

The "biomedical model" is valuable, while inadequate by itself, to the tasks of healing and the relief of suffering. Swayne argues persuasively that we need to utilize science in "the right way," a way that hears a patient\'s narrative and understands that narrative within the context of the person\'s entire life narrative. Non-mainstream models and attitudes have circled the campfire of orthodox medical cultures. Homeopathy and occupational therapy are highlighted in order to underline Swayne\'s recurring themes. "Why do patients often do better under the homeopathic method than under conventional treatment?" he asks. Understanding the complexity of a person\'s multilevel narrative, understanding the context within which symptoms, conditions, and diseases occur, creates a more complete understanding---of course---but, in doing so, the therapeutic relationship is enhanced, activating the individual\'s healing capabilities in ways that a purely reductionist approach cannot. Mainstream medicine must use the biomedical model toward the result of influencing self-healing. Swayne describes positive methods that tend to be stronger within the conglomeration of non-mainstream healthcare disciplines, and he tells us specifically how they can be integrated with the biomedical model for more complete, holistic care.
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One of my favorite statements from the book is "It is the responsibility of doctors to look after our health, but we don\'t necessarily want them to tell us how to live our lives." When we elicit the complex narrative of a person\'s symptoms, within the context of his or her entire life, and then apply biomedicine appropriately, he knows that we are attending to him as a specific and complex individual. This process is more likely to activate self-regulating and self-healing mechanisms.

Dr Swayne\'s use of the word *medicine* at times is a confusing and inconsistent construct. I often found myself wondering what Swayne meant by "Medicine" *this time*. Referring to what medicine *must do* as if it is one creature with direction and motivation is confusing. "Medicine" is composed of so many different people and many different administrative bodies, all of whom have goals, motives, satisfactions, and bottom lines. Perhaps the problem(s) we are addressing may require us to carefully characterize the specific people and parts, their specific goals and motivations, that sometimes align, often overlap partially, and sometimes contradict each other entirely. It is easy to cut Dr Swayne some literary slack because he earns our deepest respect by keeping his focus on care of the individual.

I found myself nodding while underlining many passages and adding notes in the margins of so many pages. And this was the author\'s goal, to get us thinking about the issues so that perhaps healthcare won\'t struggle forward aimlessly but be aimed intentionally, informed by a holistic, caring heart. Not unlike his suggestions for healthcare, Jeremy Swayne wins us over by setting an example of empathetic caring. As the book progresses, you will want to be more like Dr Swayne and to be part of something better.
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